Intake for honda accord

Are you getting yourself prepared for buying a cold air intake honda accord for yourself? Is this
purchasing process making your head tumbling around? If yes, we know exactly how you are
feeling. We have experienced the entire process, and we have gathered a list of top-rated cold
air intake honda accords that are trending in the marketplace these days. Along with these
products, we have also answered a few out of the many questions that may have aroused in
your mind before making this purchase. What factors should you consider before buying a cold
air intake honda accord? What makes buying cold air intake honda accord so important? So,
where will you get all the relevant information about the cold air intake honda accord? Yes, you
heard it right â€” you will get all of it from various sources online and offline. This may include
all but not limited to customer reviews, word-of-mouth, online consumer forums, buying guides,
customer rating sites, and more. These sources will quench your thirst. Reliability and a
trustworthy website shall offer you the latest and correct information. We also can quench your
thirst â€” and how? We have a buying guide listed for the best cold air intake honda accords
available in the marketplace. Our information is verified and reviewed by AI data and Big Data
â€” authority proofreading platforms. The next question is, how have we made this buying
guide? We have a technological, uniquely-designed set of algorithms, which is based on the
below factors:. We want our readers to always read the latest news in the market. We shall help
you at all times. Last Updated: by Noemie Miller. Related Reviews. Best 6. Best 94 Honda
Accord Intake Reviews. Aftermarket performance parts are designed, tested, and manufactured
to higher tolerances and are required to meet higher performance parameters compared to their
OEM counterparts. The difference between placing first or second in a race, or finishing at all,
depends largely upon the performance of these "performance" parts. PRO Import Tuners is all
about results. The quality of performance-enhancing parts will make or break the race for every
team. PRO Import Tuners ensures that the customer doesn't do the product testing during the
race. Customers can expect our performance parts for the Honda Accord to work, and meet or
exceed their stated performance limits, thus increasing the probability of a top place finish for
every race. The Honda Accord is one of the mainstays of the family car models. Its roomy
interior and enhanced safety features have made it one of the top selling medium-sized family
cars. Not surprisingly, modifications aimed at increasing the speed and maneuverability of this
car have gained a wide following as these modifications take advantage of the Accord's best
features. The Honda Accord responds readily to tuner modifications and additions. The
well-built engine can withstand turbochargers and NOS systems easily. Decreasing the weight
or increasing the available torque and horsepower have become standard mods that make use
of lighter and higher-strength performance parts for the Honda Accord. Turning the Accord
family sedan into a high-revving and tight-turning competition car has been made possible by
the availability of performance-specific parts for the Honda Accord from various specialty parts
manufacturers. But not all aftermarket parts are made equal, which is why we at PRO Import
Tuners have taken great lengths to evaluate and confirm the individual qualities of the
commonly available performance parts for the Honda Accord. PRO Import Tuners pays
attention to the minutest details to make sure that our customers get nothing less than the
authentic and original aftermarket parts that perform as specified. When it comes to
performance parts for the Honda Accord , we at PRO Import Tuners share the same passion for
ingenuous design and superior quality. Parts Categories. Select Year Air Intake Filters. Blow Off
Valves. Boost Controllers. Catalytic Converters. Clutch Kits. Cold Air Intakes. Drive Shafts. E85
Flex Fuel. Engine Accessories. Engine Internals. Engine Mounts. Exhaust Systems. Fuel
Delivery. Intake Manifolds. Power Packages. Short Ram Air Intakes. Throttle Bodies. Air
Suspension. Camber Kits. Chassis Accessories. Control Arms. Stabilizer Bars. Strut Bars.
Suspension Kits. Sway Bars. Brake Accessories. Brake Kits. Brake Pads. Brake Rotors. Lug
Nuts. Short Shifters. Jump to the catalog for a given year category for a Honda Accord. The
links below will drop you in to the same category for a different Honda. Shop with Confidence.
Payment Options. Have Questions? Call or email us for prompt and friendly help. Phone: ,
Email: customercare proimporttuners. All Rights Reserved. February 23rd, Contact Us. About
Us. Terms and Conditions. Loading Featured Parts for your Honda Accord. Shop by Brand.
Customer Reviews. Loading TrustPilot Reviews. PRO Import Tuners has selected and pre-tested
the best performing short ram air intake systems for Honda Accord on the market today. The
intakes we carry have high quality, reliability, and durability for all our short ram air intake
systems for Honda Accord, from the most expensive to the least expensive makes and models.
We bulk purchase all of our short ram air intake systems for Honda Accord only from the most
well recognized and highly reputed aftermarket short ram air intake manufacturers. Short ram
air intakes allow the engines to quickly take in all the air needed for quick and short bursts of
acceleration. Parts Categories. Select Year Showing 1 to 8 of 8 total. The link bellow will drop
you to the same Short Ram Intake but for a different car. Shop with Confidence. Payment

Options. Have Questions? Call or email us for prompt and friendly help. Phone: , Email:
customercare proimporttuners. All Rights Reserved. February 23rd, Contact Us. About Us.
Terms and Conditions. Loading Featured Parts for your Honda Accord. Shop by Brand.
Customer Reviews. Loading TrustPilot Reviews. Useful articles fast to read and guides easy to
understand written by mechanics and car enthusiasts to turn your shopping experience with
CARiD into a pleasure. Dominate the street or the track with this superior high-performance air
filter designed to bump up horsepower, performance and acceleration to the next To deliver
cooler air to the engine, this air intake system places the air filter outside the engine
compartment. Cooler air is denser than warm air and so contains more This cold air system
positions a high-flow Honda Accord 2. Traps dirt up to 5 microns. Superior airflow without
sacrificing filtration Washable and reusable, saving you money down the line. Specially
designed for superior performance and show, this one-of-a-kind intake kit is right up your alley
if you're looking for a significant increase in Can be converted into shortram intake setup. HPS
Performance signature race proven high temperature reinforced silicone hoses. The Secret
Weapon Air Intake System uses patented technology to feed the engine 3 times as much air as
other systems. Patented technology increases airflow 3 times more than conventional systems
Each system is tuned to maximize engine performance output. Make your engine function at its
full efficiency by choosing from our comprehensive selection of top-grade performance air
intake Increased engine airflow for low cost Includes the revolutionary Secret Weapon Air filter.
As a result, engine Make your engine function at its full efficiency by choosing from their
comprehensive selection of top-grade performance air intake parts. Crafted by the
industry-leading professionals who use High-tech engine parts for the most power and best
performance The finest exterior and interior parts for superior appearance and functionality.
Crafted by This system is for the enthusiast who wants maximum performance from their sport
compact, and also wants to be able to protect USA Performance air cleaners are the perfect
solution to your low hood clearance problems. You've spent thousands of dollars putting
together an engine compartment worthy of Expertly Crafted from the highest grade materials
Compliant with the most strict standards for quality. Improves engine airflow Increases
horsepower and acceleration. Designed to boost horsepower and rate of acceleration Can be
cleaned and used again. This air filter is a major breakthrough in air filtration technology. It
features a revolutionary synthetic nanofiber filter media that increases airflow, while capturing
and Revolutionary Nanofiber filter media Increases airflow. Reliable filtration with broad
coverage. Ecogard is your source for high-quality air filter products with extensive application
coverage. Manufactured using advanced, high-efficiency High-efficiency media ensures reliable
performance Broad domestic and imported coverage. Make your engine function at its full
efficiency by choosing from our comprehensive selection of top-grade performance air intake
parts. Crafted by the industry-leading professionals who Honda Accord 3. Robust and
long-lasting construction Guaranteed to ensure a perfect fit and effortless installation. AEM
DryFlow Air Filters are washable synthetic air filters designed for an optimum combination of air
flow, filtration, and performance. AEM DryFlow filters use an Designed to increase horsepower
and throttle response AEM Air Filters are cleanable and reusable for the life of your vehicle.
Using the included adapter Engineered for increased flow and greater performance, this
performance air filter is factory pre-oiled and ready to use. Manufactured using high quality
Engineered for reduced air flow restriction and improved power Quality materials used
throughout including washable synthetic filter media, urethane, and steel mesh. Manufactured
using high quality materials throughout This product is made of high-quality materials to serve
you for years to come. Designed using state-of-the-art technology and with customers in mind.
It will meet your needs and deliver High quality at an affordable price Expertly made from
premium materials. Five layers of Layers of This air filter is a great option for air intakes that use
a 3 inch diameter tube, adapter or throttle body. This performance air filter HPR air filter media
High-flow washable oiled synthetic material. When you want increased airflow with superior
filtration, but ease of maintenance is a high Improves airflow and engine performance Provides
superior air filtration and engine protection. Advanced air filtration technology, superior
construction and the world's best warranty make an AIRAID air filter the best you can buy. It
allows increased airflow and provides better air It allows increased airflow and provides better
Five layers of progressively This boosts efficiency and If you have a custom or oddball car that
uses a hard-to-find cone-style aircleaner element, try matching it up here. Choose by inside
diameter of the hose, outside diameter of the base, Should outlast your vehicle Traps particles
as small as 5 microns. Blue oiled filters require blue oil cleaner kits for cleaning and reoiling.
This product Crafted by the industry-leading Quantum Pro 5R air filter by aFe Power is
specifically designed for the Quantum Series cold air intake systems and feature an injection
molded base and top for lighter weight and Unique Patent Pending filter-to-housing Integrated

design for Quantum Intake Systems Injection molded top and base for long lasting rigidity and
is lighter in weight. They use a new hybrid Designed to increase horsepower and acceleration
Hundreds of sizes and shapes for most applications. Two layers of progressively Outstanding
protection in harsh dusty conditions Washable and reusable. Next The engineers who design
and oversee the manufacture of our vehicles always sweat the details. They watch over every
aspect of the process, from engine horsepower and In this guide, we'll look at role intake
manifolds and carburetors play as part of your vehicle's air intake system, and examine how
"replacement" OE factory style We all know that achieving better fuel economy while driving
puts money back in your pocket and does the environment a favor. But for those who are
actively interested Aftermarket air intake systems have become one of the most popular engine
modifications available for late model cars and trucks. An easy question to ask is why are There
are many types of aftermarket air intake systems that range from simple and inexpensive to
elaborate. I bought this after first buying the Takeda brand on this website. Takeda caused two
codes to stay on and run a rich fuel mixture at all times. I should of bought this intake first I
learned my lesson for sure! Easy install and easy to clean when the time comes. All codes went
away after installing this model. Popular Searches. Hello, Sign In! Your Andy's account is now
active and you're logged in. All available coupons will be applied automatically in your
shopping cart! Select Your Vehicle. Year Air Filters. Air Intakes. Cold Air Intakes. Heat Shields.
Intake Manifolds. Short Ram Intakes. So, what you're really paying for is advanced engineering
and quality components. Choose Your Vehicle:. If you're buying an intake, make sure you buy
an intake with a CARB sticker. This video explains in more detail what exactly a CARB sticker is,
and how to know for sure which intakes will come with them. We made a video explaining what
exactly a mass air flow sensor is, and the role it plays in terms of your intake-buying decision.
We often gets asked how buying an intake will affect the mass air flow sensor, and in this video
we give all the answers. Watch it and learn more! Check it out! Comparison: Cold Air Intakes
versus Short Ram Intakes Are you have trouble deciding whether to get a cold air intake or a
short ram intake? You're not alone! Many people wonder that same thing, and we've made a
video that gives you all the information you need in order to make an informed buying decision.
We show samples of each type of intake, and we explain the differences in the benefits that
each provide. Check out the video to learn more! Customer Support. Contact Us. Returns
Policy. Terms of Service. About Us. About Andy's. In The Media. Andy's Parts Smarts. Andy's
Auto Sport TV. Customer Rides. The Andy's Dictionary. Knowledge Base. Sales Programs. Price
Stomp. Car Club Discounts. Wholesale Discounts. Sign Up. For more information go to Started
in , AEM has garnered a reputation for engi We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest
version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports.
Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Cold Air Intake part. Air Filter Type.
Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Sort by:. Part Number: KTP. Guaranteed to Fit. Core Charge. Add to
cart. Part Number: KTR. Part Number: KTS. Part Number: AC. Torque Honda Accord Hybrid 6
Cyl 3. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers.
Jun 13, Put this on a 4 cylinder Honda. My Honda now
2015 jeep cherokee windshield wipers
2004 suburban battery
2010 ford fusion owners manual
has response and a lot more power. Also a bump in mileage. Its still just a Honda but this was a
cheap upgrade that did a lot for the car. Purchased on Nov 14, Jun 11, Great Buy. Great price
and great product. I am really pleased with my purchase. Purchased on Mar 01, Jun 10, I am
now a believer. I'd been skeptical for years about how much these things can really do, but I've
been incredibly impressed and will never go back. The throttle response is notably improved,
fuel economy went up a little, and the sound My V6 Accord now sounds like it's got some nuts!
I'm a big fan. I'd certainly buy it again. Purchased on Oct 25, Show More. Helpful Automotive
Resources. Best Cold Air Intakes Most cold air intakes are vehicle-specific. Features, such as
the tube material and filter housing design, differentiate one product from the other. Contact Us.
Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy.
California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

